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About This Game

Elena is an atmospheric first person exploration game in which the player discovers the story of a young couple. The player
takes the role of Anna and has to find out what 5d3b920ae0
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Interesting with a nice twist ending.. The graphics and soundtrack were great. The story telling however is all over the place with
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a very random ending that had nothing to do with the events prior to it. I still don't really understand the story. The game has
quite a few annoying but not game breaking bugs as well. For the price though I still recommend it.. Great graphics, great
intriguing story until the end, the game runs smoothly and interacting with objects is very easy. Length of this game i'd say is
about 2 hours really stretching it out. I had a bug where if I tabbed out of the game and back in, I could no longer interact with
objects and therefore had to restart leading to save issues as the game only saves during certain check points, which was
annoying. The ending is absolute dog Most people will see the end take shape about halfway or three quarters through exploring
the home. The ending begins just as you might expect and you are absolutely FULL OF QUESTIONS!!!! The excitement and
possibilities had my heart racing only for you to walk through one door and watch a cutscene on one of the walls of the next
room play. This scene's narrative can be boiled down to "cuz you thats why" Then the credits roll. At no point do we see any real
conclusion of the characters development nor we do we get any information on who the third party is calling us from within the
home. I think I bought this for less than $10 IIRC, I'd say it's barely worth that. I cannot in good faith recommend this game
unless you are just looking for a walking simulator to scratch the itch because you've played most of the good ones.. Explore
your home while rediscovering the truth about a past relationship. It's part "living journal" and part sci-fi. Very immersive. I
look forward to seeing more from this developer.. Elena is an adventure title that tells the story of the lady who's searching for
his missing husband. It is a title that is compatible with the HTC Vive VR headset,but can also be played without one. Elena
features minimal gameplay, and the story is illustrated through dialogues, the environments and in textual form. There is literally
no action in this game as well. Player will be exploring the house to search for clues to learn where his missing husband is, and
connecting the clues to learn what has really happened, as things are not as simple as she has originally though. This game last
between 45 minutes to under 2 hours, and thus it is a pretty short game, so player may want to adjust their expectation. There
are some minor glitches in VR mode, so hopefully the dev will goes to fix them. While most items can be picked up, they can't
really be interacted in anyway.. An Ikea browsing simulation with unnerving chick flick overtones featuring a voice cameo by
George Takei. Elena is an adventure title that tells the story of the lady who's searching for his missing husband. It is a title that
is compatible with the HTC Vive VR headset,but can also be played without one. Elena features minimal gameplay, and the
story is illustrated through dialogues, the environments and in textual form. There is literally no action in this game as well.
Player will be exploring the house to search for clues to learn where his missing husband is, and connecting the clues to learn
what has really happened, as things are not as simple as she has originally though. This game last between 45 minutes to under 2
hours, and thus it is a pretty short game, so player may want to adjust their expectation. There are some minor glitches in VR
mode, so hopefully the dev will goes to fix them. While most items can be picked up, they can't really be interacted in anyway..
Short but great game with amazing graphics! Very much worth the price!
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